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Complete aeronautical information about Anoka County-Blaine Airport (Janes Field) (Minneapolis, MN, USA),
including location, runways, taxiways, navaids ...
AirNav: KANE - Anoka County-Blaine Airport (Janes Field)
also see: Directory of Communications-Electronic Equipment JANAP 161, March 1953 10-70 Repeater Assn.
- USS Ling SS-297 Submarine - 9033 on the webMilitary Supplus Personal Home Pages - PRC68.com
The device offically designated RDS-220, known to its designers as Big Ivan, and nicknamed in the west Tsar
Bomba (and referred to as the Big Bomb by Sakharov in his ...
The Soviet Weapons Program - The Tsar Bomba
This page lists types of American military electronic instruments along with brief descriptions of them.
Electronic items of this sort are assigned designations ...
List of military electronics of the United States - Wikipedia
The Indonesian National Armed Forces (Indonesian: Tentara Nasional Indonesia, literally "Indonesian
National Military"; abbreviated as TNI) are the military forces of ...
Indonesian National Armed Forces - Wikipedia
The Dulce Report: Investigating Alleged Human Rights Abuses at a . Joint US Government-Extraterrestrial
Base at Dulce,
Dulce Report - Exopolitics
Issue 35 8 June 2004 The French/Italian TR-PP-13/RV-3 (ER-95A) VHF FM Radio
Issue 35 The French/Italian TR-PP-13/RV-3 (ER-95A) VHF FM
Watch online hand-picked selection of UFO documentaries, with a summary of each one's content. Pilot
sighting documentaries, military UFO sightings, NASA transmissions.
UFO video documentaries - military and pilot UFO sightings
royal australian navy communications branch association 'qso the world' communicator's forum 2014
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